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The Exordium
of Future

Our never-ending quest to deliver timeless luxury drove us into 
laying down the foundation of comprehensive stainless steel 
interior solutions for Indian Homes. 

The anomalous blend of functionality with aesthetics enables us to 
convert every space into a euphoric experience. 



The Küche Kitchens

A kitchen to celebrate all your triumphs



A Linear Setting

A linear kitchen amalgamates modern-day aesthetics with a classic minimalist 
outline, provoking the vibe of contemporary kitchen interiors. 
 
The holistic combination of flat panels with seamless handles creates a 
monotonous linear appeal, instigating a chic look.



The Parallel
Experience

The splendid symmetry of parallel running 
counters beautifies the rawness of a modular 
kitchen. 

The dramatic fusion of delicacy and elegance 
emerges as an ultramodern aesthetic setting.



The ‘L’ Shaped
Delight

The ergonomic blend of sensible planning 
and the efficient work triangle in an 'L' 
shaped kitchen has made it an epitome for 
modernists.

The intersection of straight lines at a right 
angle enhances the continuity in the 
kitchen.





The ‘U’ Shaped
Utopia

The three-wall converging design of the
 'U' shaped kitchen evidently frees up floor
space. 

Efficient workflow without excessive 
movement is the signature feature of a 
u-shaped kitchen.



Epitome of
Islands

The exhilarating style of centrally placed 
island initiates a royal appeal in a modular 
kitchen space. 

The peculiar intricacy of an island plays a 
prudent role in enlivening your evenings.





The Peninsula
Land

The unanimous workflow from the living 
area to the kitchen without the breakage of 
a diner forms the parameters of Peninsula 
kitchens.

Besides an extension of the counter, a 
purvey of cabinetry is also created.



The Wondrous Wardrobes

The wardrobe you always deserved.



The Paradise
of Poles

A versatile display shelving system, suiting 
all your apparel requirements.



The Paradise
of Poles

A versatile display shelving system, suiting 
all your apparel requirements.





The Open
Doors

A concealed wardrobe behind the 
exhilarating exterior outlook.



The Sliding
Sleekness

Flexible moving doors, gliding alongside 
enabling a complete view of your wardrobe.



Effortless functions: Horizontal gliding doors; sleek
and contemporay designs; widespread length.



The Walk-in
Dream

Walk into the surreal world of 
Sophistication.





Vibrancy of the Vanities

Enhancing your leisure experience. 



Chic & minimal 

Experience a luxurious, relaxing evening
at your home.



Making even the simplest routines
a seamless experience



What makes
Küche7 unique?



Staunch resistance
to fire damages 

Damper than the ordinary
kitchen material

Stainless steel can withstand fire's wrath and remain 
intact after it fades. Wood catches fire instantly and burns 
or deforms. While some metals melt when heated 
significantly, stainless steel can withstand 1400°C without 
losing physical properties.

A kitchen that
conserves trees
Kuche7 stainless steel modular kitchens are made 
without the use of any wood and  infact every kitchn 
saves cutting down of three trees. In addition, stainless 
steel modular kitchens are durable and easy-to-clean, 
reducing demands for constant maintenance. 

Hygienic and Pest-free
kitchen
Stainless steel prevents water, stains, and grime from 
penetrating and adhering to its surface. So, bacteria and 
fungi cannot grow on their surface, and pests are kept 
away. In contrast to wood and other porous materials, it 
can all be easily cleaned with a warm cotton cloth.

Stainless steel won't decay like wood when exposed 
to water. Stainless steel's nonporous surface resists 
water and stains. Stainless steel's water resistance 
makes it more durable and eco-friendly than other 
materials.



Our Collaborations

Transforming your dreams into reality
with industries’ top-notch suppliers.



We all desire a space that feels authentically our own. While working withus, you know ACCURATELY
what’s going on - we keep you well - versed with the updates on every process of your product.Process and Delivery



ArciTech Anthracite drawers a truly unique
look. With ArciTech you can show off a new
side, time and time again.

ArciTech Anthracite

The corners and edges of Innotech Atira
can now be made to look even
more impressive

ArciTech Anthracite

Legrabox F has beautiful slim lines that you
can mix or match materials with stainless steel
or Orion gray.

Legrabox F

These easy-to-clean drawers feature full extension
slides allowing for easy reach and full visibility
to storage items.

Legrabox M



Cutlery Organizers in an all new SS finish,
especially designed for the Blum Legrabox
Drawer Systems.

Cutlery Insert

Aventos HF works with two-part, bi-fold doors
that fold in the center when opening. 

Aventos HF 

This pull-out table is ready to use whenever
you need the extra working space

Extension Fitting

Keep your pantry organized and accessible
with two sets of shelves

Tandem Pantry



LeMans makes perfect use of corner space,
giving you optimal access all the time!

Lemans Corner

MagicCorner is capable of housing two complete
storage units next to each other in one
corner cabinet.

Magic Corner 

This smart storage product is perfect for
someone with wide range of shoes and provides
you with a modern storage.

Shoe Pullout

A great option for compact closets with limited
space and add value to the closet by allowing you
to use higher spaces on a wall.

Wardrobe Lift



Client Speaks

Dhimant Sori

"We chose a stainless steel modular kitchen over a 
wooden one because it is more stable. Kuche7 was 
introduced to us at the AceTech exhibition. They did an 
excellent job from the home visit to the handover."

Nitin Chedda

"I chose stainless steel because it is a low-maintenance 
material. I booked a visit to the Kuche7 showroom via the 
internet. I found their designs amazing, and the team worked 

hard on my dreams."

Laxmikanth Wafgaonkar 

"We chose Kuche7 because of stainless steel. 
They are durable and easy to clean compared to wood.

Kuche7 showed us amazing designs of stainless steel kitchens.

Avinash Gowariker

"I wanted to work with competent people for my house. 
Kuche7 was very competent. I am pleased with their job. 
Stainless steel is perfect as it prevents fungus, moisture 
damages, and pests." 



Client Speaks

Hargunn Jayaswal

"I wanted to avoid the hassles of a wooden kitchen. So I 
chose stainless steel, which is elegant, easy to maintain, 
and durable. Kuche7 did an excellent job, from 
inception till timely delivery."

Anirudh Shetty

"My architect recommended the perfect brand for stainless steel 
modular kitchen. Kuche7 made an elegant and lifetime kitchen. Best 
part is, they delivered on time and well before the housewarming."

Anil Goel

"We wanted a contemporary modular kitchen for our new home.
After visiting the showrooms of various brands, Kuche7 stood out.

They understood our vision and delivered accordingly." 

Kuldip Kaura

"Kuche7 collaborated effectively with me to understand 
what I needed and delivered the final product six weeks 
after finalizing the designs." 



Architect Speaks

Ar. Manish Dikshit 

"Products that are low-maintenance, good finish, and has 
an amazing resale value is the need of an hour in India. 
Kuche7 makes amazing varieties of designs."

Ar. Yasar Merchant

“In India, the modular kitchen industry thrives, and stainless steel 
is trending because it resists water and pests. Working with 
Kuche7 was a pleasure, and I got positive feedback from clients 

even after a year of installation.”

Ar. Malcolm Daruwala 

"It is always fun to work with an innovative brand like Kuche7.
They had an amazing set of materials and finishes that are rare

to find in the market."

Ar. Krish Kothari 

"I have had a very good experience working with Kuche7. 
Their entire work process, from planning to execution, is 
brilliant compared to most vendors in India."







Scan this QR code to book your experience centre visit today

Wish to own a kitchen tailored to your taste?
Tell us and we’ll do the rest.

Talk to our design experts:  +91 98177 76776


